Langley
Ba th a nd W hi rlpool
™

let th e
p l e a s u re wash over you
Rugged materials • Smooth, easy-to-clean finishes
Simple, quick installation • Affordable • Outstanding service and support

Made to fit your lifestyle and budget.
Langley™ baths are a statement – namely that high-end appeal
needn’t throw budgets to the wind. The Langley bath makes
no compromise in design or value. Deep, wide bathing wells
and gently inclined backrests accommodate the longest,
most luxurious soakings.
Clean minimalist lines give the 60" x 32" x 24" bath a distinctive
style. And, beneath all its beauty, you'll find sturdy resilience.
Tough acrylic sheet construction is reinforced with fibreglass
throughout. That makes it easy to maneuver and resistant to
scratching, staining, chipping and just about anything else a
bath might face on a daily basis.
From residential to commercial, from building professional
to remodeler, Langley fits the needs of those looking for
something more without spending more.

HYTEC® — a union of practicality and design
The HYTEC line is valued by contracting and plumbing
professionals as well as remodelers for quality, design,
function and service. Like every HYTEC product, the new
Langley bath combines rugged easy-to-maneuver materials
and shimmering, colourful finishes including KOHLER Full Line
and High Fashion colours.

Langley Bath
Langley offers sleek, classic styling accentuated
by creature comforts: ergonomic backrest, a
textured floor and a wide bathing well, to name
a few. Choose from left- or right-hand drains,
integral apron with removable access panels
and more. Shown in White.
model
model
model
model
model
model

AC3621L/R
AC3077L/R
AC3765L/R
AC3764L/R
AC3767L/R
AC3766L/R

5' x 32"
with apron
5' x 30"
with apron
5.5' x 32" 	with apron
5.5' x 30" with apron
6' x 32"
with apron
6' x 30"
with apron

All base models are also available as PL/PR wood
aprons, AL/ARCMJ6 whirlpools and a range of
enhanced bathing options.

Langley models are available with the following enhanced
bathing options:
AC3621L/R, AC3765L/R and AC3767L/R
PE: Enhanced whirlpool
PEH: Enhanced whirlpool with in-line heater
PECE: Enhanced whirlpool with chromatherapy
PEHCE: Enhanced whirlpool with in-line heater and chromatherapy
BT: BubbleAir™ system
BTCE: BubbleAir with chromatherapy
AC3077L/R, AC3764L/R and AC3766L/R
BT: BubbleAir system
BTCE: BubbleAir with chromatherapy
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AC3621R

For additional specification drawings, please
visit hytec.ca.

Measurement tolerances ± 1/4" (6.3 mm)

All bathing fixtures comply with the applicable Canadian Standar
For installation procedures, please refer to instructions included
with each unit.

Hytec’s longstanding reputation as
Western Canada’s leading manufacturer
of quality bath products is supported with
a comprehensive warranty. All acrylic
and gelcoat products manufactured by
Hytec are covered by a five-year limited
warranty from the date of sale to the
original owner. All HYTEC bathing
fixtures comply with the applicable
Canadian Standards.

This sheet approximately describes products and equipment
manufactured or supplied by Hytec Plumbing Products. Because
of ongoing efforts to improve both design and quality, products
and equipment actually furnished may differ without prior notice.
Hytec Plumbing Products
(Division of Kohler Canada Co.)
4150 Spallumcheen Dr, Armstrong BC V0E 1B6
Ph. (800) 871-8311 (250) 546-3196 Fax (250) 546-3170

For more HYTEC product information,
call 800-871-8311 or visit hytec.ca.

